VirTra Range LE

Product Overview

The VirTra Range LE (Patent-Pending) is simply the very best virtual shooting range in the world. It is the most realistic and detailed simulation of a real indoor and/or outdoor shooting range. The closest thing to having your own live-fire shooting range, but with none of the problems and a fraction of the cost. In addition, the simulated range adds special features and marksmanship tools beyond the ability of a live-fire range. When combined with VirTra’s line of powerful recoil kits, no ammunition is required, permitting unlimited firearm training and access 365 days a year. The system is compact and completely modular so you can order the exact number of lanes that you require and you can even add more lanes in the future. A portable version is also available.

A large variety of law enforcement targets, qualifications, exercises, and marksmanship drills are included. The VirTra Range has the clearest images of any shooting simulator in the world with over 2 million pixels per lane.

The VirTra Range can operate from a simple lane control box, or an optional touch-screen operator console can control and manage up to 32 lanes. Ideal for marksmanship training, this shooting range simulator will quickly become a favorite marksmanship training tool.

The VirTra Range is Patent-Pending.

Customized For Your Needs

- **Portable Version:** This version is designed to be transported and then set up. Usually only 1 or 2 lanes are purchased when used in a portable manner.
- **Standard Version:** The standard version is ideal for most installations. The screens are hung from a wall or can be free standing (no wall required).

Training Content

- **Full marksmanship courseware:** The world’s most advanced ballistics calculator ensures accuracy. Software gives instructors the tools to help advance shooting skills. Included software can simulate indoor and outdoor shooting ranges.

Recoil Kits

- **Firearm recoil realism:** Add life-like recoil to firearms training while using inexpensive and inert CO2 for exceptional safety (absolutely no muzzle pressure danger as with blank rounds). VirTra offers quick and non-permanent recoil kits that swap with a few parts of the real firearm, converting it to recoil for training while prohibiting a live round. VirTra also offers simulated firearms, which are not real firearms and cannot be converted to fire a live round but they have very similar weight, size, and recoil to that of a real firearm.
- **Large selection of recoil kits:** For a full list of recoil kits, click here.

Additional VirTra Simulator Advantages

- **Unlimited training:** Save your ammunition for when and where you really need it. Train more frequently and intensely; with a simulator you are not limiting your training time to your ammunition supplies. Train regardless of weather conditions or time of day.
- **Ease-of-use:** Designed for anyone to operate easily from one lane control box.
- **Instructor control panel:** Easy-to-use touch-screen permits control of up to 32 lanes.
- **Performance review:** Instructor and trainee can go step-by-step through each shot fired.
- **Upgrade:** With VirTra, your investment is always protected — you can add additional lanes at any time, or you can upgrade later to any higher level simulator model you want (such as the VirTra 300 LE).
- **Durable:** Rugged design, stable, and with the highest ‘up-time’ in the industry.
- **Warranty:** 1-year “best in the industry” warranty with 24/7 service and technical support.
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